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As a behavior analyst you were trained to provide effective and 
efficient services to your clients and students. You took numerous 
classes on best clinical practice; you spent countless hours accruing 
clinical experience; and you studied for months to pass a rigorous 
clinical exam. However, of those classes and experiences, how 
much of it taught you what it means to be a professional in the 
medical and mental health service industry? How much were you 
taught about leadership? About business etiquette?

This webinar is designed for the professional behavior analyst to 
gain more insight to be an effective and respected professional in 
the business, educational, and consulting world. As a participant, 
you will learn about the parallels and differences between 
professionalism and ethics, better understand how the BACB 
Professional and Ethical Compliance Code for Behavior Analysts 
can be used to address professional challenges, and learn tried 
and true strategies for holding those who practice behavior 
analysis professionally to a higher standard.
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